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� The Japanese street fashion attracts the fashion 
designers in Europe and US as the Japan 
originals (Japan Cool). 

� The Japanese street fashion varies from street to 
street in Tokyo as symbolized by the name of 
street (e.g., Harajuku, Urahara (a back street of 
Harajuku) Shibuya and Ginza fashion). 

� A particular fashion group is referred to as 
“zoku” (family). For example, Ginza-zoku denotes 
a group of people addicted by Ginza fashion, who 
spend most of the day in Ginza area. 	



� An initial survey on the female university 
students in the center of Tokyo was conducted 
to elucidate the influential factors in their daily 
appearance. 

� The concept of fashion has changed 
drastically among the young girls’ group, 
where fashion does not necessarily mean 
“new” but becomes more individualistic.  

� New models appeared for fashion business as 
represented by ZARA, H & M and Uniqlo.  



� The Japanese traditional style (Kimono style) was 
replaced by the Western style about 150 years 
ago. 

� Before 1960’s, young people was more interested 
in politics and less in fashion. The fail of students’ 
revolt in early 1970’s resulted in personal 
addiction to comics and computer games (the 
appearance of “otaku” (house-planted freaks)). 

� The economic recession had dragged Haute 
Couture to casual mainstream fashion. Japanese 
street fashion had its own way after the economic 
tunami in the 1990’s. 



� There are two main stream cultures (Edo and 
Kamigata culture) since the Edo period (1600’s). 

� The Kamigata (west) culture has a root in the 
aristocratic culture of Heian (Kyoto) in the 8th to 
12th century, while the Edo (east) culture 
appeared as a resistance to the Kamigata culture 
from a rising power of Edo citizen (in the late 17th 
century).  

� Yet there is a common sense of value “pure” in 
both Edo and Kamigata cultures, which works on 
the sophistication of the Japanese culture.   
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� The Japanese subculture has no social/political 
significance, and has been superficially cultivated 
as a pure amusement (playing) for the lower class 
people. 

� Because of its sophistication, the upper class 
people has begun to consider its element 
seriously in their culture. 

� The Japanese culture is more concerned with the 
everyday life, and is regarded as herbs in the 
everyday life. 

�  In this context, the Japanese culture functions like 
a skin or nerve of the cultural system. 



1960’s 1970’s 1980’s 1990’s 



A new tide of girls 
comics appeared and 
rationalized the inner 

world of pure girls 
and boys. 

Akihabara became a 
special town for 

game/comic freaks, 
where lonely young 
people spend a day 

without being 
disturbed. 

Virtual idols emerged 
from the characters 

of comics and 
computer games, and 

formed a group of 
freaks bound by those 

idols. 

1970’s	 1980’s	 1990’s	

Our society is being digitalized. 



� The contents industry (including video games and 
animation) has expanded drastically from 1985. 
(A birth of “super Mario brothers”). Nintendo video 
game appeared first on market in July, 1983. 

� Akihabara has transformed from the town of 
electric appliances to the Mecca of “otaku” (game/
comic freaks). 

� The 1st Tokyo Character Show was organized in 
July, 1999. 

�  “Cos-play” (costume playing) has become 
gradually popular from 2000.   



� Avoidant and dissociated personality 
� Sense of uncomfortable isolation 
� Attachment to childhood 
� Burnout syndrome 
� Irrational flight 

� 純粋少⼥女女：「粋」= “iki” 
� Girls’ comics from 1970’s have revealed an 

inner world of “pure girls”, sympathetic to 
“otaku” (a birth of house-planted comic-
freaks).  



2000’s       

Information overflows through internet. 
Everybody can access to any information. 



A group is organized 
by a virtual 

persona.   

Verbal 
communication is 

not required in the 
group. The shared 
addiction nursed a 

loose solidarity, 
forming a group. 

A natural law was 
emerged from a 
group in order to 

distinguish its 
identity. 

2000’s	



Type A (casual) ,Type B (sexy and excessive),Type C (girlish 
elegance) ,Type D (individualistic) ,Type E (young carrier woman) 

A	 B	 C	 D	 E	



CanCam non-no ViVi KERA! 

Girlish 
elegance	

Casual 

	

Sexy and 
excessive	

Individualistic	

Front cover	
Fashion 
 type

	



Girlish 
elegance	

Casual 
 

Sexy and 
excessive	

Individualistic	
 

Magazine CanCam, JJ, 
Ray 

Non-no, PS, 
Soup, mini 

Egg, 
Cawaii!, 
Popteen, 
ViVi 

KERA, CUTIE, 
Zipper, Soen 

Brand Pinky&Dianne
, Private 
Label, Pinky 
Girls 

LOWRYS, 
Farm, 
Beams, 
Jenasis 

LDS, CECIL, 
MCBEE, 
moussy, 
OZOC 

Tsumori, 
CHISATO 



� 59% students spend $85～254 for clothes in a 
month.  

� 92% students purchase clothes more than 
once a month  

� 78% students obtain information from fashion 
magazines  

Fashion conscious of young girls is grouped in 6 
categories (fashion groups) as specified by their 
appearance, and the specified fashion type agrees 
with that they specify by themselves with over 70% 
probability.  	



� 41% of the students spend $100 to $300 for 
clothes in a month. 

�  The allowance is average $470 to spend 
monthly.  

� They concern more the fashion of the friends 
of the same sex. 

� They will be happy when the friends of the 
same sex approve their fashion. 

The fashion groups are becoming less distinctive, 
and some groups are merged to create a new style. 	



They are sensitive to the 
attributes of their fashion. 

The girls try to be in 
harmony with their 

surroundings, but are 
longing for a red-light spot 

at the same time. 

2006 
�  Majority wear Casual and 

Simple clothes. 
�  Sexy & excessive or 

Girlish elegance are 
characteristic styles, and 
the girls are very 
conscious of the style and 
its attributes.  

2008 
�  About 50% girls think their 

fashion as casual. 
�  Less girlish elegance, but 

tends to merge with sexy & 
excessive style, creating a 
new style such as ageha 
(butterfly) and hime 
(princess) styles. 



� Lolita and Gothic Lolita (a special costume for 
otaku) is becoming one of the main stream 
fashions and have gained more popularity. 

� In consequence, Lolita and Gothic Lolita 
influence ubiquitous casual fashion as 
frequently observed on street. 

� Fashion groups are less marked and mass-
produced cheap casuals are accepted by 
young girls as called as “Uniqler” and 
“Shimamurer”..  











Main concern is how to be 
attractive to opposite sex as 

represented by CanCam. 

CanCam is less popular, and 
the popularity shifts to Sweet.  

2006 
1.  Non-no 
2.  CanCam 
3.  PS 
4.  ViVi 
5.  mina 

� 2008 
1.  Non-no 
2.  ViVi 
3.  Sweet 
4.  PS 
5.  Ray 



Magazines specifying street 
fashion are gtting more 

popularity. 

2010 
1.  Non-no 
2.  Sweet 
3.  ViVi ? 



　 
　 
　	

2nd　CanCam 3rd　PS 4th　ViVi Out of ranking 
Sweet 

Girlish elegance Casual Sexy & excessive 



2nd　ViVi 

3rd　Sweet	
4th　PS	



• From being 
popular among 
boys to pretty but 
matured 
• From being simple 
to highly decorated 



� Merging “sexy & excessive” and “girlish 
elegance” with “casual” 
　 
 The concept is “pretty but matured” as 
represented by the celebrities Namie Amuro 
and Rinca. 

 
 





� The magazine emphasizes a ”yearning for 
celebrity life”, symbolized by the models of 
Euro-Japanese mixed blood. The same 
editorial policy is found in the magazines for 
girlish elegance (CanCam, JJ and Ray) and 
for those for sexy & excessive (ViVi). 

� The magazine creates an accessible image 
by the amateur models picked up from the 
staffs of the shops and presses. (The same 
editorial policy is found in the fashion 
magazines for street fashion.) 



Shibuya  
for sexy & excessive	

Harajuku 
for girlish elegance	

Urahara 
for individualistic	



� The terms specifying the fashion groups such 
as “modish”, “urahara” and “individualistic” are  
going out of use.  

� New fashion families appeared by 
amalgamating girlish elegance with sexy and 
excessive as “ageha (butterfly)” or “hime 
(princess)” family. Those terms are based on 
the women working in a bar or nightclub. 

 





� “We don’t care for not being born like Miss 
Ebihara (a popular model for girlish elegance). 
We are determined to live our life with 
effort.” (“Koakuma Ageha (little devilish 
butterfly)”, September, 2007)　 

� The shops hidden for maniacs are coming out 
on surface as information spreads through 
internet, so that the foundation supporting 
fashion maniacs collapses. 

� Escape from the society gap. Admiration for 
the fashion in the “hidden (outlaw) society” 





�  Koakuma ageha (little devilish butterfly) 
�  Popteen, October issue, 2006 

 “Bible for Café-e-Llatte Princess & 
Gothic-Lolita Princess 

 
　A clear line between Sexy & 

excessive and Gothic Lolita/Lolita is 
disappearing. 

 
�  The hidden society is coming out on 

surface, and reveals its particular 
fashion. 



� Lolita 
　  self-affirmation (realization of girl’s fantasy) 
� Gothic-Lolita 
　  self-denial (longing for dark force) 
� Costume playing 
  self-abandon (service to a non-realistic world) 





� Japan-original fashion with girlish taste. Used 
as an ordinary wear. 

� Decorate with many laces and ribbons. Mostly 
white and/or pink. 

� It stems from the street fashion in 1980’s. 
� There is a clear line between Lolita and 

Gothic-Lolita. 
� It is getting popular since around 1994. 
� The Lolita fashion was publicly approved by 

the film “Shimotuma Story”, shown in May, 
2004. 







� It stems from the visually-appealing rock band 
boom in 1990’s, represented by Mana of 
Malice Mizelle.  

� The maniac fans of those rock bands dress a 
similar costume (Gothic-Lolita style) as the 
performers. (They are referred to as Bangya, 
i.e., band gals.) 

� The Gothic taste is incorporated in Lolita style, 
emphasizing decadent, aesthetic, devilish and 
girlish taste.  

 
 



 
� It intends to expel the worldly atmosphere. 
� The motif includes crosses, skulls, wings, 

roses, spiders, etc. 
� The Gothic-Lolita fashion is nothing to do with 

the Gothic concept in Europe. It represents no 
particular concept but adopts simply Gothic 
image. 







� Imitate the main characters in the comics or 
animations, or the musicians on the stage or 
the actors/actresses in a particular role, 
wearing a similar costume. 

� In principle, such a costume should be put on 
only in a restricted area specified by the 
costume playing organizer. 







�  “Playing” represents the obscure uncertainty of 
our existence. ➾Unethical potential 

�  “Worship” represents the psychological 
righteousness. ➾Ethical ideal 

 
Dissolution of 
Total Society 

Transcendence  
To Upper	

Transcendence 
To Lower	

➾holy ➾ worship	

➾worldly ➾ playing	



Multidimensional 
reality	

Play	 Usual day	 Worship	

Obscurity/Ambiguity	false	 true	

Lolita 
Gothic Lolita 	

Costume 
Playing	

Culturally constituted system 
Of symbolic communication	

Amalgamated Casual	



� Cos-play became a pure play with the 
common rules to follow.  

� Lolita and Gothic Lolita came out to the 
surface of fashion scene from the depth of the 
personal attachment. Here design is 
anonymous and spontaneous. (More street 
fashion) 

� Design without thought (Kawaii): Japanese 
style pursues only the “image” rather than the 
“design with thought”. 



Greeting from the streets in Tokyo. 



２００５．９．２８　日本経済新聞	 ２００８．７．１５　繊研新聞	



 
� Even technology has been developed as a 

tool for traditional arts and play. 
� “Made in Japan” is not a simple industrial 

product, but has a potential to be a “Japan 
cool”, which possesses an aesthetic/
amusement value. 

 Design without thought (Kawaii): Japanese 
style pursues only the “image” rather than the 
“design with thought”. 



 
� Sophisticated play 
� Virtual society founded on artificial rules 

 Many technologies in Edo period (1607 – 
1868) were developed (from imported 
practical technologies) for entertainment  and 
employed in mechanical dolls for show and 
others. 

 
 



� The traditional aesthetic sense “iki” was 
cultivated from the persistence in personal 
adornment and self-assertion. 

� “Iki” is a distorted sense to cover up an 
overflowing desire by effort.  



 

歌川芳虎「稲本楼花魁」の一部	

• An aesthetic sense based on 
superficial fiction 
• Fashion dispatched from made-up 
(bad) places (red-light spots, kabuki 
theaters and rock-band shows) 
• People attached to the beauty of the 
dresses and gestures expressed in 
wood-prints (ukiyoe) and comics/
animations. 
 



� People in Edo period also longed for heavy 
decorative fashion, but could not fulfill their 
desire by economic and social reason. 

� Their aesthetic sense was crystallized as 
“iki” (literally denoting stubborn or spirit), 
which expresses suppressed and distorted 
desire. 

� Accordingly the “iki” design is clear and 
simple, oversimplifying the common objects 
and  scene found in everyday life. The “iki” is 
thus a kind of playing spirit, and full of jokes. 



「ＣＳＲ経営（Ｓ．Ｂ．ヤング）」（生産性出版）より転用	

 Human Empathy	

 Group boded 
through the feeling 

of moral 
indebtedness	

 Dealing within Group, 
Mutual Shareholding, 

Stability, Rigid Strategy,  
Flexible Contract	

Customers	
Market share	
	
	

 

Employee	
Permanent 
employment	
	
	

 

Owner	
Debt loan over 

capital, low 
profit, no 

failure	

Supplier	
In-group, jut in 
time, risk share	

Community, 
Environment	
Indifferent, 
low value	

 

Stakeholders	

「ＣＳＲ経営（Ｓ．Ｂ．ヤング）」（生産性出版）より転用	

Ideal	

Principle	

Standard	



1. The fashion in Edo period shares a 
somewhat common sense with the modern 
fashion observed in Lolita, Gothic Lolita and 
Costume Playing. 

2. A superficial aesthetic sense  characteristic 
to Japanese is received as Japan Cool in 
abroad. 

3. The apparent lack of clear/simple “iki” spirit 
in the modern Japanese fashion is due to 
the fact that there is no economic and social 
restriction to suppress desire. 

 



� The fashion elements in Lolita and Gothic 
Lolita are clear and simple. 

� Design is anonymous and spontaneous. 
(More street fashion) 

� Some apparel companies (Honeys and Point) 
employ no designer, and just watch street 
goers to extract common factors in will-be 
fashion items in 4-week ahead. 



� “Iki” is written as “粋”, which is a symbol of 
purity. That is, “iki” is originated from freaks, 
who are too pure to mix with common people 
and thus house-planted/addicted unworldly 
things. 

� Human beings cannot be completely isolated 
from others, and tend to form a group of 
similar taste (birds of a feather). 



� Computer games and comics/animations 
produce virtual idols. 



� Virtual groups composed of home-stuck 
freaks are organized through internet as the 
fan clubs of virtual (or real) idols. 

� Many tools are available to create (at least 
virtually) houseplant fashion (“otaku” fashion). 

� “Virtual groups” become “real” at certain stage 
and function as a cocoon to envelop warmly 
home-stuck freaks. 
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socially friendly	

anti-sexy	

sexy	

self-centered	



・Simple 

・Not tight-fit  



・Tanned skin 
・Bare fashion 
・Tight fit 
・Tint her hair 
・Florid 
 



・Feminine 
・Pale color 
 (White, pink ・・・) 
・Skirt,  
　One-peace dress 
・Lace, Ribbons 
・Ringlet 
 
 
 
 



・High fashion 
・Collection 



・Decorative 
・Layers of clothing 
　socks 
 
・Harajuku 
・Urahara 
 
 



・Office style 
・Conservative 


